San Javier Information
San Javier is a Spanish town of the Region of Murcia located on the shore of the
Mar Menor. It belongs to Santiago de la Ribera as well as the central and
northern part of La Manga del Mar Menor.
Due to its geological and ecological importance, the town of San Javier has
several protected areas of great environmental value. It also stands out for
agriculture and tourism, more frequent in summer, where tourists can enjoy its
beaches, taste the dishes from the sea and practice various water sports.
It has an airport that it shared with the General Air Academy, which was built in
1927 in Santiago de la Ribera to strategically protect the fleet established in the
port of Cartagena. It should be noted that our current King Felipe VI received
military training in this academy.
In the summer, San Javier becomes the cultural capital of the whole area. The
Festivals of San Javier: Jazz, Theater and Dance, mix together for three months
with the best national and international figures of the performing arts.
Another interesting cultural show is the National Folklore Festival, in summer,
which performs on the auditorium and in the beaches of Santiago de la Ribera
and La Manga del Mar Menor.

We have the largest musical educational offer in the Mar Menor region and field
of Cartagena.
Innovation and quality is what defines our teachings, that we expand and
improve constantly.
We go from classical music to modern jazz, passing through flamenco and
folklore.
We work with early stimulation, taking full advantage of the learning of the
person, almost from his birth.
Our highly qualified faculty attends professionally and full guarantee to more than
600 students who come to our classrooms every year. Twenty-five artists
that, in parallel with their classes at the center, they develop an important artistic
career, an essential example for our young students.

Our conservatory has joint a program with a nearby high school (Ruiz de Alda) it
allows their students to take their music lessons in the morning at the same time
that the high school, so they have free time after school.
Near our conservatory we have two places for doing concerts, the auditorium and
the civic center. Here you have photos of them.

Our conservatory, and the auditorium.

